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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of a full-scale pronun-
ciation lexicon for Turkish based on a two-level morphological
analyzer. The system produces at its output, a parallel repre-
sentation of the pronunciation and the morphological analysis
of the word form so that morphological disambiguation can be
used to disambiguate pronunciation when necessary. The pro-
nunciation representation is based on the SAMPA standard and
also encodes the position of the primary stress. The computa-
tion of the position of the primary stress depends on an interplay
of any exceptional stress in root words and stress properties of
certain morphemes, and requires that a full morphological anal-
ysis be done. The system has been implemented using XRCE
Finite State Toolkit.

1. Introduction
Pronunciation lexicons are computational devices that map the
graphemic representation of words to a representation of their
pronunciation. They are a valuable resource in annotating
speech data used in training automatic speech recognizers, and
in generating accurate speech in text-to-speech systems. Finite
state transducers are commonly used in building pronunciation
lexicons for mapping between orthographic strings and phono-
logical strings, either as an efficient encoding of direct mapping,
or a mapping involving some kind of morphological processing
[1]. In this paper, we present the design and implementation
of a full scale finite state pronunciation lexicon of Turkish, an
agglutinating language with extremely productive inflectional
and derivational morphology and an essentially infinite lexi-
con. The agglutinating nature of the language implies that any
corpus based compilation of a word list for use in speech ap-
plications will be rather inadequate [2]. Noun roots typically
have a few hundred inflected forms – many more if one con-
siders productive derivations; verbs have a few million forms.
This necessitates that one employ a generative model that is
able to recognize all possible words in the language, and base
the pronunciation lexicon on this to avoid a significant out-of-
vocabulary word problem. The lexicon implemented as a finite
state transducer takes as input a word form and produces all pos-
sible pronunciations of the word, paired with the corresponding
morphological analyses. The pronunciations are encoded using
the SAMPA encoding, and also include the marking of the po-
sition of the primary stress.1 The dependence of the stress com-
putation on the proper identification of morphemes and their
morphotactical function requires that the pronunciation lexicon

1See http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/tur-
kish.htm. We use the SAMPA notation to show pronunciations in
the text, where necessary.
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on top of a morphological analyzer. Although Turk-
rficially seems to have an almost one-to-one mapping
graphemics and pronunciation, there are quite a num-
btle phenomena especially in loan words. Furthermore

e a number of additional processes in morphophonol-
h as suffixation induced exceptional vowel lengthening
talizations in the surface realizations of certain suffixes
ng on vowel harmony resolution. Such phenomena are
nguished in orthography but have to be handled while
ting pronunciation.

2. Turkish
is an Ural-Altaic language, having agglutinative word

es with productive inflectional and derivational pro-
urkish word forms consist of morphemes concatenated

t morpheme or to other morphemes, much like “beads
ing.” The morphotactics of word forms can be quite
when multiple derivations are involved.

kish has a 8-vowel inventory which is symmetrical
the axes of backness, roundness, and height: /i, y, e, 2,
/ which correspond to i, ü, e, ö, a, o, ı, and u in Turkish
phy. Suffix vowels typically harmonize in backness,

high) in roundness to the preceding stem vowel (com-
., ev+ler /evler/ ‘house-plural’ to at+lar /atlar/ ‘horse-
although there are several suffixes whose vowels do not
ze.2

kish has 26 consonants: /p, t, tS, k, c, b, d, dZ, g, gj, f,
w, z, Z, m, n, N, l, 5, r, j, h, G/. /G/ represents the ve-
tive or glide corresponding to the historical voiced velar
that was lost in Standard Turkish; but we treat it as a

nt for the purposes of this work. On the other hand, or-
y uses only 21 letters for consonants: /g/ and its palatal
art /gj/ are written as g, while /k/ and its palatal coun-

c/ are written as k, /5/ and /l/ are written as l, /v, w/ are
as v and /n/ and its nasal counterpart /N/ are written as
lized segments (/gj, c, l/) contrast with their nonpalatal-
nterparts only in the vicinity of back vowels (thus sol is
ced /so5/ when used to mean ‘left’ vs. /sol/ when used
‘note in scale’). In the neighborhood of front vowels,

y is predictable (lig /ligj/ ‘league’).
kish has lexical stress: each word has exactly one
-stressed syllable.3 Some roots are lexically stressed4

ain suffixes are prestressing, meaning if not overridden,
ll stress the preceding syllable. A word composed of

se - to denote syllable boundaries and + to denote morpheme
es wherever appropriate.
existence of secondary stress is controversial.
all this exceptional stress.



only unstressed free and bound morphemes exhibits the default
stress pattern where the last syllable is stressed. In a word with
stressed root and/or prestressing suffixes, the stress of the left-
most such morpheme will prevail (see e.g., Inkelas [3] for an
overview.)

In place names and foreign names used in Turkish, a dif-
ferent default pattern is used, termed here the “Sezer” stress
pattern, in tribute to its description in Sezer [4]. For such words
the antepenultimate syllable is stressed when it is heavy (mean-
ing containing a long vowel or ending in a consonant) and the
penultimate is light (meaning ending in a short vowel), e.g.,
/‘an-ka-ra/; otherwise stress is penultimate (e.g., /is-‘tan-bul/,
/a-‘da-na/. The Sezer pattern can be imposed on any word if
used as a place name (thus kandil+li /kan-dil-‘li/ ‘oil lamp-
with’, but Kandilli /kan-‘dil-li/ (same word used as place name).

3. Computational Considerations
The problem of grapheme-to-phoneme mapping for Turkish is
simpler than for languages such as English or French. Orthog-
raphy more or less maps one-to-one to pronunciation yet there
are quite a number of cases where orthography is ambiguous.
These cases usually stem from the fact that a loan word (usu-
ally from Arabic, Persian or French) is a homograph of another
Turkish word. The once used accent marks to mark the dis-
tinctions are not longer consistently used, if at all, and one is
left to rely on the context for inferring the correct pronunci-
ation. The other major source of pronunciation ambiguity is
the location of primary stress in the word. Certain morphemes
which are homographs (but marking different morphosyntactic
features) may appear in the same inflection paradigm in mor-
photactics but have different stress marking properties. For
instance, the +ma/+me suffix in the verb paradigm will (de-
pending its position in the suffix sequence) either mark nega-
tive polarity or an infinitive derivation. So, a word form like
okuma would either mean the imperative ‘don’t read’ or the in-
finitive ‘to read/reading’.5 In the imperative reading, the stress
will be on the syllable preceding the +ma suffix, while in the
other reading the suffix is neutral and stress is on the last syl-
lable. Thus, morphological analysis is necessary to determine
the morpheme structure which along with any stress markers in
the root morpheme, then determines the location of the stress.
On the other hand, in an application context such as text-to-
speech, the appropriate pronunciation of the word has to deter-
mined by a morphological disambiguation and/or word sense
disambiguation process. For instance, morphological disam-
biguation of the readings of the word okuma would be neces-
sary to select the appropriate pronunciation in a context, while
a process akin to word sense disambiguation would be neces-
sary to disambiguate the appropriate pronunciation of the word
sol metioned earlier.6

It is however necessary to generate the representations of
pronunciation and morphological analysis in a paired and par-
allel fashion. Generating them separately and independently
would not be of much use. It would not be possible to asso-
ciate a given pronunciation with an analysis as this in general is
an n-to-m mapping. These considerations have prompted us to
build the pronunciation lexicon on the scaffolding provided by
the wide coverage morphological analyzer for Turkish [5] that
we have built using XRCE finite state tools [6, 7]

5In addition to a nominal reading ok+um+a, ’arrow-1sg possessive-
dative’ meaning ’to my arrow’ which has the same pronunciation as the
infinitive reading.

6Though the two are not senses of a word in the lexicographic sense.
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d morphological features. The overall internal structure
ransducer is shown in Figure 1. All the boxes in this
re finite state transducers, and in implementation, they
omposed at compile-time to give one (very large) trans-
et us now describe the function each of these transduc-
tail.
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: The structure of the word pronunciation lexicon trans-

Two-level Rule Transducer at the bottom (Figure 1)
ents the morphographemic mapping described by a
arallel two-level rules [8]. It is the intersection of the
ers for about 35 morphographemic rules that capture
phographemics of Turkish [5]. It maps the surface
tation of a word into possible lexical representations.7

ple the surface form karın would map to five lexical

l Form Gloss
Hn your snow/profit
[n]Hn of the snow/profit
[y]Hn mix (it)!
+[H]n your wife
n belly
t transducer is the Lexicon Transducer comprising
and the affix lexicons. In addition to the standard
of the suffix lexicons in the inflectional and deriva-

gh such lexical representations do not necessarily make dis-
not required by morphographemic processes.
resents a lexical meta-phoneme that denotes a high vowel un-

for frontness and roundness. [..] denotes segments of mor-
hat are deleted on the surface



tional paradigms, it also comprises a couple hundred finite
state constraints motivated by morphosyntactic and semantic
concerns. These constraints impose fine grained tuning on
word structures and significantly tame the overgeneration of
the paradigm-based morpheme lexicon ordering. In the context
of the pronunciation lexicon the Lexicon Transducer has two
main functions: (i) it produces all possible morphosyntactic
feature representations of the free and bound morphemes, (ii)
it replicates the lexical form at its output possibly augmented
with any stress markers induced by specific prestressing bound
morphemes. Continuing the example earlier, the five lexical
forms above would map to the following at the output of this
transducer.9

Input Lexical Form→ Output of the Lexicon Transducer
kar+Hn→ (kar)kar+Noun+A3sg(+Hn)+P2sg+Nom
kar+nHn→
(kar)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(+nHn)+Gen

kar+yHn→
(kar)kar+Verb+Pos(+#p#yHn)+Imp+A2sg

karı+Hn→
(karı)karı+Noun+A3sg(+Hn)+P2sg+Nom

karın→ (karın)karın+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom

A couple of remarks are in order here: (i) the morphological
analysis process is essentially complete. We have an interleaved
representation of lexical morphemes (between (...)’s) and
the morphosyntactic features they map to. The concatenation of
the contents in pairs of parentheses comprise the original lexical
form with possible addition of certain stress markers, while the
rest when concatenated gives the morphological analysis; (ii)
the morpheme +yHn in morphotactics is a prestressing mor-
pheme (hence the marker #p#), that is, it may eventually cause
the primary stress to appear in the syllable before this marker.

From this point upwards in the structure, we carry the mor-
phological features around, manipulating the lexical represen-
tation sandwiched between the (...) to generate the representa-
tion of the corresponding pronunciation.

The Inverse Two-level Transducer is essentially (but not
exactly) the inverse of the Two-level Transducer. We have the
same set of rules and a slightly different set of (inverse) feasible
pairs (different for a variety of technical reasons.) The only
difference in the rules is that the context regular expressions
of the two-level rules are modified to ignore the boundary
symbols (, ), the stress markers, and the feature symbols
outside the parentheses. The function of this transducer is
to map the lexical form back to the surface morphemes, the
concatenation of which will give the original surface form (plus
any stress markers.) So, for the five outputs above we will get
the following:

Output of the Inverse Two-level Rule Transducer
(kar)kar+Noun+A3sg(ın)+P2sg+Nom
(kar)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(ın)+Gen
(kar)kar+Verb+Pos(#p#ın)+Imp+A2sg
(karı)karı+Noun+A3sg(n)+P2sg+Nom
(karın)karın+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom

Now that we have the original surface form of the word, the

9Note that some default feature are produced with zero morphemes.
The morphological features used in the paper, other than the obvi-
ous POSs are: Imp: imperative mood, +P2sg: 2nd person pos-
sessive agreement, +A1sg: 1st person singular agreement, +A2sg:
2nd person singular agreement, +A3sg: 3rd person singular agree-
ment, +Pnon: No possessive agreement, +Nom: Nominative case,
+Gen: Genitive case, +Pos: Positive Polarity, +Neg: Negative Polar-
ity, +Become: Become verb, +Caus: Causative verb, +Prog1: Pro-
gressive aspect, +Past: Past tense ˆDB denotes a derivation boundary.
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morphemes can now be mapped to the representation of
nunciations by the SAMPA Mapping Transducer. This
er employs a separate lexicon which maps from the
rds and a subset of their morphosyntactic features into
entation of their pronunciation in the SAMPA standard
etic encoding. The root words explicitly encoded here
e whose pronunciation (including stress) can not be
by a default mapping. All other root words and all
orphemes are handled by a grapheme level default
lexicon. The mapping of the roots involves a number

s: (i) any Sezer/exceptional stress in root words are
d during this mapping; (ii) homograph roots with
t pronunciations and/or different stress locations have
ndled by this transducer (e.g., the word kar when used
profit would be pronounced as /car/ but when used to
ow (or when used as a verb), would be pronounced as
ii) certain roots (such as compounds) which go through
graphemic changes during affixation have to be listed
explicitly modeling any pronunciation changes if they
be handled by the default mapping. Thus the outputs
ow become:
t of the SAMPA Mapping Transducer (Gloss)
)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom (your profit)
)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom (your snow)
)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen (of the profit)
)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen (of the snow)
)kar+Verb+Pos(#p#1n)+Imp+A2sg (mix (it)!)
1)karı+Noun+A3sg(n)+P2sg+Nom (your wife)
1n)karın+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom (belly)
catenation of the segments within (...) comprise the
ary SAMPA encoding of the word’s encoding. A
of minor phenomena have to be fixed in the SAMPA
tation. These are handled by the exceptional phonology
er later.
Syllabification Transducer performs the syllabification

omplete SAMPA encoding. This involves breaking up
rting a -) the consonant cluster between any two vow-
the coda of the left syllable and the onset of the right
. The implementation of this consists of the composi-

series of finite state transducers for inserting the syl-
undary marker in the right context. The outputs of the
cation Transducer for the cases listed earlier would be

t of the Syllabification Transducer
r)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom
r)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom
r)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen
r)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen
r)kar+Verb+Pos(+#p#1n)+Imp+A2sg
r1)karı+Noun+A3sg(n)+P2sg+Nom
r1n)karı+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom
eptional Phonology Transducer handles a set of phe-
for certain exceptional roots and morphemes. The most

nt of these is the handling of the lexically long vowel in
roots. For such roots, the last vowel in the root will be

s a long vowel when it is part of an open syllable and as
owel when it is part of a closed syllable. It turns out that
r/) is one of those root words (but not kar (/kar/)), and
amples above, the root is followed by the surface mor-
1n/ which forces the last vowel in the root to an open
/ca-/. So /a/ is lengthened and for those we get:10

e the original morphological analyzer did not make vowel
stinctions (as they were not needed while handling the mor-



(ca:-r)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom
(ca:-r)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen

A second common phenomenon handled by this transducer
is the palatalization of /5/ to /l/ and of /k/ to /c/ in certain suf-
fixes when they are followed or preceded by front vowels /e, i,
y/.11 Since this is not a morphographemic process, the underly-
ing morphological analyzer is oblivious to this in earlier stages.
The output of this transducer has the correct SAMPA encoding
except that the stress location is not yet determined.

The Stress Computation Transducer computes the location
of the primary stress by examining any Sezer/exceptional stress
markings in the roots and prestressing markers in the mor-
phemes. The stress is determined in a series of steps:

1. All prestressing markers (#p#) interspersed in the SAMPA
representation, that have a prestressing marker or a
Sezer/exceptional stress marker somewhere on their left,
are removed, that is, the left-most marker “wins.” For
example, the representation at this point of the surface
word taşlaştıramıyorduk (’we were not being able to pet-
rify (them)’) would be
(taS)taş+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom
(-laS)ˆDB+Verb+Become
(-t1-r)ˆDB+Verb+Caus
(a-#p#m)ˆDB+Verb+Able+Neg
(1-j#p#or)+Prog1
(-#p#du)+Past(k)+A1pl

where three morphemes have prestressing markers. This
step deletes all such prestressing marker except the first one
(in the surface morpheme(a-#p#m)).

2. If there is a Sezer/exceptional root stress marker left then
that is also the location of the final stress. So for example
the word pencerede (on the window) would have the out-
put (pen-dZˆe-re)pencere+Noun+A3sg+Pnon
(-de)+Loc

3. If there is a prestressing marker (which should be the only
marker left at this point), then the vowel of the preceding
syllable receives the stress. Thus the word above in item
1 would have the final representation of its pronunciation
taS-laS-t1-rˆa-m1-jor-duk.

4. If there are no stress markers at this point, then the final
stress mark is inserted just before the vowel of the last syl-
lable (all except the second from the last in the examples
below).

For representational purposes the final stress mark is then
moved to the preceding syllable boundary.12 For the examples
that we have been tracing all along, the final outputs will be:

Output of the Stress Computation Transducer
(ca:-"r)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom
(ka-"r)kar+Noun+A3sg(1n)+P2sg+Nom
(ca:-"r)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen
(ka-"r)kar+Noun+A3sg+Pnon(1n)+Gen
("ka-r)kar+Verb+Pos(1n)+Imp+A2sg
(ka-"r1)karı+Noun+A3sg(n)+P2sg+Nom
(ka-"r1n)karın +Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom

phographemic process), the process has to be handled here as a vowel
length adjustment. The end result from a computational point of view
does not change.

11/2/ (ö in orthography) does not appear in any suffixes.
12The only exceptions to these rules are forms of the question clitic

and the emphasis clitic which do not bear any primary stress.
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E finite state tools, xfst, lexc, and twolc. Apart from

lexicons making the morphological analyzer, the com-
stem is described by about 500 regular expressions. The

transducer has about 6.5 million states and about 9
transitions. A complete build will require about 30 min-
1.7 Ghz Pentium 4 running Windows 2000.
underlying morphological analyzer is very high cover-
implements all word formation processes of Turkish. It
un root lexicon of about 25K entries, a verb root lexi-
bout 5K entries and a proper noun lexicon of about 40K

5. Conclusions
e presented the design and implementation of a finite
nunciation lexicon for Turkish and agglutinating lan-
ith an infinite lexicon. The lexicon produces a repre-

n that encodes in parallel, the SAMPA representation of
ossible pronunciations of the word along with the corre-
g morphological analyses. The correct computation of
unciation and the location of the stress requires a full

logical analysis be done so the pronunciation has been
top of a two-level morphological analyzer. The system
implemented using the XRCE finite state tools.
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